FACT SHEET
ACCESSORY SOLUTIONS

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE. EVERY DAY TOUGHNESS.

MTP3000 SERIES
ACCESSORIES FOR
MOTOROLA TETRA RADIOS
Whether chasing a suspect down a busy street or
calling maintenance to a bustling metro station,
you depend on communications that perform in
demanding environments. That’s why it’s critical to
choose the only accessories designed, tested and
certified to work optimally with Motorola TETRA
radios. Our comprehensive portfolio of MTP3000
accessories delivers on that promise – with
improved connectors and new enhancements for
exceptional audio.

STRONGER, SECURE CONNECTIONS

From the pipeline to the fire line, our MTP3000 accessories
are so robust and reliable, they’ll outlast your most actionpacked days. A newly designed, durable, compact, 8-pin
connector ensures the accessory stays attached –whether
you’re jumping over barriers or climbing up ladders. With its
tightly sealed radio interface and IP55 rating, your accessory
can be exposed to water without losing the connection. Yet
the connector is so slim, it won’t add bulk to the radio.

EXCEPTIONAL AUDIO EVERY DAY

The audio profiles on our MTP3000 accessories make
hearing clearly almost effortless. They ensure you get the
best performance possible by adapting to how the accessory
is worn – in the ear, on a lapel and more. Simply plug in
the accessory and select from the menu to experience
exceptional audio. When it comes to high performing
accessories at an affordable price, count on Mag One, the
only value-line accessories tested and certified by Motorola.

IMPRES PROVIDES INSTANT
IDENTIFICATION

Plug in an accessory from our IMPRES line – such as
the remote speaker microphone (RSM) – and your radio
automatically identifies it and loads the correct profile to
optimize audio performance. What’s more, our IMPRES
large-speaker RSM matches the high-powered speaker on
your radio for even better communications in high-noise
environments – essential for crowds or lots of traffic.

FLEXIBLE AND FUTURE-READY

We designed our portfolio of accessories to answer your
needs today and evolve with you tomorrow, with future
capabilities such as integrated Bluetooth
and more.

TESTED TOUGH AND PROVEN TOUGH

Power your radio and accessories with the only batteries
Proven Tough. Time after time, in lab test after test – for
Drop, Vibration and ESD (Electrostatic Discharge) –
Motorola batteries withstand shocks, knocks, drops
and shakes, and outperform the leading brands. If your
radio gets banged on a ride, rattled by heavy equipment
or shocked by static electricity, you can depend on our
batteries to keep working.
Save energy and money by using your existing TETRA
chargers to power up your MTP3000 series radios and
accessories. Simply mix and match in your existing 6-unit
chargers.

FACT SHEET
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Part Number
Description
Remote Speaker Microphones
PMMN4072
PMMN4074
PMMN4075
PMMN4078

IMPRES large remote speaker microphone with noise-canceling microphone, loud audio, audio jack and emergency button, IP54
IMPRES small remote speaker microphone with audio jack and emergency button, windporting, IP55
Small remote speaker microphone, windporting, IP57. No emergency button.
Small remote speaker microphone with audio jack and emergency button, windporting, IP55

MDRLN4885
MDRLN4941
WADN4190
PMLN4620

Receive-only covered earbud with coiled cord
Receive-only earpiece with translucent tube and rubber eartip
Receive-only flexible earpiece
D-Shell receive only earpiece

PMLN5724
PMLN5726
PMLN5727
PMLN5728
PMLN5729
PMLN5733

2-wire surveillance kit with quick disconnect acoustic tube, black
2-wire surveillance kit with quick disconnect acoustic tube, beige
Mag One swivel earpiece with in-line microphone and push-to-talk
Mag One receive-only swivel earpiece with short cord for shoulder-worn radios
IMPRES ear microphone system with in-line programmable button
Mag One Earbud with in-line microphone and push-to-talk button

PMLN5731
PMLN5732

Dual-muff over the head headset with boom microphone and in-line push-to-talk, 24 dB NRR
Mag One lightweight earset with boom microphone and in-line push-to-talk

HLN9714
PMLN5616
PMLN5004
GMLN4488
GMDN0386
GMDN0445AA
GMDN0445AC
GMDN0547
GMDN0497
WALN4307
GMDN0566
HLN6602
RLN4570
RLN4815
JMZN4020
NTN5243A

2.5” Belt clip
2” Belt clip
Shoulder wearing device with Peter Jones Klick Fast stud
Peter Jones Klick Fast belt dock (50 mm)
Peter Jones Klick Fast sew on dock
Peter Jones Klick Fast tag dock
Peter Jones Klick Fast leather belt loop with mounting dock (50 mm)
Peter Jones Klick Fast double tongue tag dock
Peter Jones Klick Fast belt dock (38 mm)
Peter Jones Klick Fast retro fitting garment dock (screw-in)
Peter Jones leather belt loop and dock (50 mm)
Universal chest pack
Break-a-way chest pack with radio holder
Radio Pack utility case
Wrist strap, attaches to d-rings on carry cases
Shoulder strap, attaches to d-rings on carry cases

PMLN5885
PMLN5887
PMLN5888
PMLN5890

Hard leather case with 3” swivel belt loop, fits limited and full keypad models
Soft leather case with 3’’ swivel belt loop, fits limited and full keypad models
Soft leather case with 2.5’’ swivel belt loop, fits limited and full keypad models
Soft leather pouch for use with shoulder wearing device, fits limited and full keypad models

NNTN8023
NNTN8020

2150 mAh high-capacity li-ion battery, IP55
1650 mAh li-ion battery, IP55

NNTN8038
NNTN8133
NNTN8134
NNTN8244
NNTN8245
NNTN8246

Personal charger with US plug adapter
Personal charger with Euro plug adapter
Personal charger with UK plug adapter
Desktop dual-unit charger for charging radio and spare battery sequentially (US plug)
Desktop dual-unit charger for charging radio and spare battery sequentially (Euro plug)
Desktop dual-unit charger for charging radio and spare battery sequentially (UK plug)

Remote Speaker Microphone Accessories

Earpieces

Headsets

Carry Accessories

CARRY CASES

Batteries
Chargers

6-pocket multi-unit charger base. You can mix and match any Motorola TETRA radios in these chargers,
but must order the MTP3000 series specific radio or battery adapter insert (NNTNN8036 or NNTN8037)
NNTN8144
iTM enabled 6-pocket radio charger with USB ports (US plug)
NNTN8145
iTM enabled 6-pocket radio charger with USB ports (Euro plug)
NNTN8146
iTM enabled 6-pocket radio charger with USB ports (UK plug)
NNTN8151
Multi-unit charger with 6 battery pockets (US plug)
NNTN8152
Multi-unit charger with 6 battery pockets (Euro plug)
NNTN8153
Multi-unit charger with 6 battery pockets (UK plug)
NNTN8037
NNTN8036
NNTN6844
NNTN7560

MTP3000 series battery charging insert for multi-unit charger
MTP3000 series radio charging insert for multi-unit charger, insert is iTM compatible
Wall mount bracket for multi-unit chargers
Optional multi-unit charging base with storage tray

NNTN8040

Vehicular power adapter, 12-24V plug. Allows you to charge your radio in vehicle

85012034001
85012033001
85012031001

350-390 MHz Stubby antenna
380-430 MHz Stubby antenna
380-430 MHz Whip Antenna

VEHICULAR ACCESSORIES
antennas
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Hard leather case with 3”
swivel belt loop, fits simple
and full keypad models.

IMPRES large remote
speaker microphone with
noise-canceling microphone,
loud audio, audio jack and
emergency button, IP54.

Dual-muff over the head
headset with boom
microphone and in-line
push-to-talk, 24dB noise
reduction rating.

